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Abstract

Work has b*'guil on t.iw nl(,rg('r of two well known sysl.,,nis, VEOS

(lllTI,ah) and (',lAPS (NASA). lu t.h_' recent plt._t the University of Ma._-

saehusetts I,owell clew'loped it pitritllel version of NASA (;LIPS, called

ll-( :l,llIS. This ulodil'ieittioil itllows users to creid.e siuall<.r expert systems

wllicrli are able to cotlimuuicitte with eitcil other to jointly solve problem_.

With the merger of a VI']OS message system, PCLIPS-V can now act.

iLs a group <if entities working within VEOS. To displlly the 3D virtuitl

world we have been using it graphics pitckitge el<lied HOOPS, from Ithaca

Software. The artificiitl reality environment we have set up contains actors

alid obje<'ts lt._ h>uild in our Lincoln Logs Fitctory of the Future project.

The environment allows us to view and control the objects within the

virtual world. All communication between the separate (;;LIPS expert

systems is d<me through VEOS.

A graphical renderer generates citmera views on X-Windows devices,

tlead Mounted Devies itre not required. This allows more people to make

use of this lechnology. We are experimenting with different types of virtual

vehicles to give the user a sense that lie or she is actuitlly moving <<round

inside th(. factory Iookiug alleitd through windows itnd virtnitl ulouitors.
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1 Introduction

This work represents one effort to produce technology which will allow the re-

gion and the nation to compete in the world market. It has centered upon

flexible manufacturing and intelligent workcell control. The artificial reality en-

vironment currently under construction will demonstrate the current and future
applications for artificial reality tools in the factory.

2 Historical Perspective

In the early days of the industrial reveolution it was possible, if not required, for

machinists to work within feet of the machines s/he were to control. Machines

produced their own information in forms like sounds, odors, and "the feel" of

the working unit.

Later, the central control room came into being. Here one could find whole

rooms full of readouts, charts, dails, and warning bells. For some people, it was

difficult to be away from their machines, even these few yards. No longer were

there noises and odors to be had. Often it took a new generation of employees

to learn to use the control room gadgets in a productive manner.
As tile number of automated machines increased, fewer controls could be

kept in a single control room. In todays, factories controls are being distributed

in a clustering manner. These machine clusters then report in a "control room"-

like manner to centralized monitors and strip charts which allow for recording

and monitoring. Programmable controllers handle most of this reporting func-

tion. IBM PCs and clones are being used as front ends to these distributed

control sites. Graphs and visual programming languages (ladder logic and flow
diagrams) are being used to control these machines. Control information can
be downloaded from the remote control rooms as well as at the local machine.

In this work we propose that three dimensional graphics can be used recreate

gadgets such as toggle buttons, numeric readouts, slider controls, and other

controls. One can now take the control room to the person, instead of the

person going to the control room. In fact many people can manipulate and

view the same control panel at the same time.

In addition to creating the control panels for the factory, an artificial reality

environment can also reproduce the physical machines and objects. One such

example is the ARKola Simulated Bottling Plant developed by [GSO91]. In

this artificial world multiple people manage different parts of the factory and
interact with one another.

3 The Virtual Control Panel

In addition to generating the artificial world, it is also possible to insert knowl-

edge into a scene by utilizing visualization techniques. First, visual mapping
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parameters are inserted into the rendering pipeline. Second, floating text is used

as Heads-Up-Data (HUD) on top of tile rendered objects.

To get around in the factory (A.R.) we are exploring different models. At

present we are using a monitoring camera paradigm. The viewstation that we

generate on the screen contains one main simulated monitor and three smaller

monitors. The camera that is "patched-in" to the main monitor location can be

manipulated be the controls on the viewstation including: Pan, Orbit and Dolly

camera options. The three cameras can be looking any where in the artificial
world, there do need to be different views of the same work area.

In future experiments we are considering virtual vehicle for traveling around

the factory. These controls would allow for objects like a golf cart, a mobile
robot, and a UFO. These virtual vehicles would be used to let the user enter a

desire location into a piloted vehicle. Currently, we have attached a simulated

camera to the top of one of the simulated mobile robot pickup arms. As the

robot moves around the factory you can watch where it travels and control the
direction of the camera on the pickup arm.

4 The Virtual Factory of the Future

The artificial reality consists of artificial entities that share a portion of their

knowledge base. This is then rendered by one or more of the entities using
a 3D object oriented graphics system called HOOPS. HOOPS is a rendering

and input system developed by Ithaca Software, Inc. HOOPS allows for both

presentation and mouse based input. We use the mouse mainly for picking and

menu options. However, you could create any imaginable widget under mouse
control.

The artificial world will contain full three dimensional objects (either boxlike

or actual CAD descriptions). These objects will be placed in the artificial world

in a similar arrangement for each person in the environment. This allows the

spatial relationships to be shared with others. However, the views of the world

are up to the individual, tailoring the monitor-like objects and Heads-Up-Data.

In the virtual factory of the future there will be teams of professionals. Each

participant will share, form separate locations, the controls of the factory floor.
Factories in one part of the world can be monitored and controlled from another

part of the world. It will even be possible to meet at the same (syncronous)
time, and jointly solve an engineering or manufacturing problem. The virtual

factory of the future will still contain workers. There will be local technical

repair teams who will be cordinating with others via Artificial Reality, Video

Conference, or some other highbandwidth communication link.
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5 The Lincoln Logs Factory of the Future

The Lincoln Log Factory of the Future was designed to be highly autonomous,

ideally, needing minimal help from the user. The goal is to use multiple expert

systems in a cooperative communication environment to develop an intelligent

manufacturing environment. The system will control multiple robots, parts

feeders, vision requirements, and a materials handling interface. The current

model of the factory of the future utilizes an integrated Computer Aided En-

gineering (CAE) environment. The computer aided design (CAD) package has

knowledge of structural requirements and part constraints. It requires the user
to select parts which can actually be placed. The intelligent CAD system creates

a work order, represented by structured English sentences, sent to the factory

scheduling software.

5.1 THE FACTORY

The factory software is made up of multiple interdependent modules running
individually. Included in this model is the opportunity to replace modules with

others of equivalent functionality. Chief amongst these interchangeable modules

is the simulator. The simulator process can present a three-dimensional view of

the workcell. Physical properties such as gravity and friction are also simulated

within the graphical environment. Tile modules wilich make up tile factory
software include:

5.2 RECEIVER MODULE

This module is used to monitor external input into the workcell, which it redi-

rects to the appropriate process(es). The external input can come from one
of three sources. First, a virtual control panel, described above. Second, an

operator console which consists of a process containing graphical information

regarding the robot statuses. The final source is a higher level scheduler, called

a POD scheduler. The POD scheduler is responsible for controlling multiple
workcells.

When the RECEIVER process receives a startup message from an input

source, it creates the other processes in the system. The workcell configuration

message is included in the stattup message. The contiguration is passed along

to the other processes in the system, once they have started.

5.3 SCHEDULER MODULE

This process is used to assign assembly tasks to the robots. It reads the assembly

instructions from the CAD system's English sentence file. These instructions

are used for assigning tasks to the robots. The order in which these tasks are

carried out is not specified. The scheduler determine the optimum order in
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which to carry out the tasks, and it constantly updates that order, depending
upon robot load, external input, and mechanical errors.

When the scheduler receives a task request from one of the robot processes,

it examines the current state of the house. Along with the parts that could be
added next. It then determines the next optimal parts to be added to the house.

The next optimal part is determined by a combination of dynamic load balanc-

ing, and collision avoidance scheduling. Dynamic load balancing is achieved by

placing critical parts into the house at the earliest point possible.

5.4 ROBOT MODULES

There are two robots per workcell. When a robot starts up, it sends a request

to the SCHEDULER, for an assembly task. The SCHEDULER assigns the
optimal task to the ROBOT process. The ROBOT module must then issue

a feed command to the appropriate feeder, move the robot arm to the feeder,
grasp the part, and move it out of the parts feeder. The robot then moves

the part to the edge of the workspace, and issues a request for access to the
workspace, to the PREVENTER process.

Once granted access to the workspace, the robot moves the robot arm to

place the part, and releases it. The robot then moves out of the workspace,

and informs the PREVENTER of its action. If vision inspection is enabled, the
process sends an inspection request message to the VISION system and waits

for a response. An error in the part placement will cause another request to
obtain the workspace. The robot then returns to the place where it released the

log, and shifts the log into the correct position. Another inspection request is
made to verify placement.

5.5 VISION MODULE

This process provides the communication connection to the vision system. When

a ROBOT requires a vision function, a corresponding message to the VISION

process is sent. The message is forwarded via serial line to the vision system.

The VISION process waits until it receives the feedback from the vision system,

which it passes along to the requesting ROBOT process. If the vision system

were to become disabled, the VISION process would recognize the problem,

and report it to the ROBOT and SCHEDULER processes. The vision system

is monitored for restoration, and if it occurs, the information is passed to the
other processes.

5.6 PREVENTER MODULE

There is always the possibility of the robots colliding in a multiple robot work-
cell. There are many ways of preventing his situation. One is to enforce mutual
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exclusion of the critical area. The PREVENTER process performs collision pre-

vention by calculating where each robot arm, gripper, and part will be located

during placement. If a collision is detected, the PREVENTER will enforce mu-

tual exclusion of the workspace, otherwise, both robots can access the workspace

simultaneously.

5.7 OPERATOR CONSOLE PROCESS

This is a process running on a computer workstation. It receives the workcell

output from the DISPLAY process. It has a live video window right on the

monitor, enabling the operator to see what is actually taking place in the work-

cell. The operator has complete control of the workcell from the console. This

includes startup, reconfiguration, and shutdown capability. The operator has

the option of adjusting the following functions in the workcell: Vision inspec-

tion, vision placement, operator mode, and compliant movement. The operator

may also shut down any of the parts feeders, or either of the robots.

5.8 COMMUNICATION MODULE

The communication module is the heart of the system It must maintain a ro-

bust interface to all the other modules and subsystems. It is important that the

communication be done in a manner transparent to the programming environ-

ment. This allows for ease of use and easy replacement of code. Soon, some of

the modules will be moved to another host - this will be facilitated when the

communication module can talk across hosts without ally subsystem knowing

the difference. The communication module is being developed to send messages

to cooperating subsystems in CLIPS, and to other mailbox-type programs via

a C language interface with the underlying operating system.

6 The VCLIPS Architecture

We have merged portions of VEOS from the HITLab in Seattle, with our own

coarse-grain parallelism extensions to Clips called PC.lips (Parallel Clips). It

will be possible to receive both PClips communications and VEOS messages.

To accomplish this merger of both PClips and VEOS, we removed the XLisp

level from the distributed VEOS code. Simply using the "talk" layer of the

VEOS environment we can send PClips messages back and forth. VEOS has

design accomplishments similar to PClips in that they both have an entity based

design and seek multiplatform capabilities. We chose VEOS because it has the

potential to become a de facto standard within the research community.

The combination of VEOS and PC.lips will allow us to develop knowledge

bases with smaller rule sets, yet still allow the expert systems to interact to solve
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group problems. Also, (;lips is growing in usage due to its cost and continued

development efforts by NASA, making it an excellent base to build upon.

7 Future Research Considerations

Further research will be done in the areas of artificial reality-based user inter-
faces, virtual vehicles which can be used to move around in the artificial worlds

and realtime control of physical objects from within the artificial reality. Addi-

tionally, we are seeking industrial partners who are interested in experimenting
with artificial reality based monitoring of an actual factory floor.

One new project will be using the artificial world to train a neural network.

The neural net will then be inserted into a real mobile robot and used to recog-

nize intersection patterns that it had learned. In this work the artificial reality
will contain a description of an office building. The simulated robot will con-

tinually roam the simulated office trying to learn the different locations. The
neural net will then be loaded into the actual robot to test whether it can actu-

ally determine where it is based on the different sensory input it receives from
the real world.

We also hope to connect to other virtual world based research which may
be interconnected on the internet. Providing object translators or visualization

mappings for different VR and AR systems in real time.
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